
�ank you for taking the time to read our removal service booking terms, please grab a brew and  take your time. We are here 
to support you every step of the way. �ere are some tasks that you will need to carry out before we arrive. If you have any 
questions at all, please do not hesitate to talk to us. 

On the day of your removal please make sure that you are there to welcome us onto site and when we leave too. Our work is 
not safe for pets or children. 

Disconnection of your GAS or OIL feed. If your Aga range cooker is a GAS model this will need to be done before our visit 
by a GASAFE engineer. If electric please tell us where to isolate the supply. If OIL in most cases we can cap this o�, you may 
want to invite an OFTEC engineer to do this.

If your Aga runs a water boiler you will also need to disconnect the two water pipes that are connected to your Aga. You will 
need a plumber for this. We will support you with advice and guidance as required of course! If we attend and your Aga is still 
connected we will have to come back at a time that suits our diary. You will incur an additional revisit charge at £495 + VAT 
payable on the day. Unless you can get hold of your plumber to attend whilst we are on site and this is agreeable with your 
Blake & Bull removals team. If you are unsure if your Aga has a boiler, assume that it has and investigate. Look for two pipes 
leaving the Aga. Look for a single radiator in the home that stays on if the heating is o�. Consult with a plumber. 

Turn your Aga o� 48-24 hours before, {With 30amp Aga range cookers this needs to be a full 5 days} if we attend and your 
Aga is too hot to work on we will have to come back at a time that suits our diary. You will not be refunded. You will incur an 
additional revisit charge to cover costs capped at £495 + VAT payable on the day. 

If you are booked in for a plinth removal, please send detailed photos of the plinth and a description of the material. In nearly 
all cases plinths come away a�er an hour or so of labour. Very occasionally we �nd something unexpected, a plinth that is 
‘poured concrete’ as part of the lower substrate as an example. �e engineer on the day will assess and advise. If we cannot 
proceed, you will be refunded for this element of the works in full within 48 hours.

Parking, power & access. We will ask you about access to your property, steps and such like. Please take a look at your property 
with fresh eyes, and imagine you are carrying plus 30 KG! What might you �nd hard? Where can you park? How many steps 
are there? How close can we get to the home / kitchen? We will need a safe power source and clear safe walkways. If we arrive 
and we cannot safely carry out the work, we will have to return at a mutually agreed time. You will incur an additional revisit 
charge to cover costs capped at £495 + VAT payable on the day.

Please keep an eye out for our email, it may tumble into your junk folder. Your emails will come from the operations team who 
are Luna & Chris. �e email will be from a blakeandbull.co.uk address.

Dusty work - Removing Aga range cookers can create a lot of dust. We have professional equipment to remove the vermiculite 
and diatomaceous earth insulation. We work clean. Sometimes a little dust can escape us. Especially if it is a blustery day, or the 
property is open / ventilated. Where possible all of this is removed. On occasions a small residue on higher surfaces that we 
cannot reach for example may remain. We advise that you remove all edibles and shut doors around the home during our visit. 
If you supply a hose for us to clean exterior areas, please tell us where the main tap is to turn it o�. 

On very rare occasions we discover larger panels of asbestos behind the Aga itself. At the time of writing this has happened just 
twice in all our years of working. If this occurs we will need to clear the site and you will need to get specialists in to remove 
this.

We hate postponing, but we are not infallible to sta� sickness or similar. We will do our best to avoid delay. On the rare 
occasion that we cannot cover the work on the booked day, we will reschedule you as soon as we are able. 

Cancellations & refunds - You have 14 days to cancel this booking from the day that you pay. If you decide to cancel this 
service a�er the 14 days have elapsed we will refund the service charge minus our losses. �is may extend to the full value of the 
booking, variable depending on the notice that we are given. �e minimum cancellation fee will be £250. 

Your booking and payment for the removal service acts as acceptance of these terms. �ank you. 
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